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1. Flexibility and Speed in the Cloud – The SAP Cloud SDK
Have you been thinking about accessing or extending SAP
solutions with a cloud-native app? Great! Let us get you started
with the powerful SAP Cloud Software Development Kit. In this blog

post find out how SAP S/4HANA Cloud transforms into SAP Cloud
SDK. Then be sure to read about how integration goes hand in
hand with modular cloud-native development to ensure large-scale
success.
Learn About SAP Cloud SDK

2. ABAP Open API UI v1 Released
After working out a way to get Swagger / OpenAPI documentation
for any SAP Netweaver Gateway OData service (both OData V2
and OData V4 services are supported), Geert-Jan Klaps shares his
solution based on two open source projects (Swagger UI and
OData-openapi). As a result, he created a separate transaction to
list all activated OData services and provide the required
functionality from within this transaction.
ABAP Open API UI v1 Released

3. Upgrading SAP Fiori for SAP S/4HANA
SAP's Jocelyn Dart provides details on how to upgrade from Fiori
2.0 to Fiori 3 for SAP S/4HANA Cloud 1908 and SAP S/4HANA
1909 users. You'll find out where certain features have moved in
this blog post.
Upgrading Fiori for SAP S/4HANA

4. How to Keep that Edge – Meet the SAP Community
Join Michele Crapo at SAP TechEd for a session on keeping your
edge and getting your ideas noticed. Join the session with your own
ideas and learn how to develop some new skills.
How to Keep Your Edge

5. Here Come the SAP Champions
The SAP Champions program puts people first. In order to move
our SAP Community forward, enrich diversity, and increase
engagement we must recognize top performers and enable them to
lead their fellow members by example.
Who Are the SAP Champions?
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